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POK Portable Oscillating Monitor

Features
- 500 GDM Blitz Fir Attack monitor
- only one with full 360° rotation
- only one -20° to 80° vertical travel with built in stop at 30°
- storage size of only 19"L x 7"W x 8"H
- 0° to 60° automatic oscillating and quick locking ladder attachments are

options

Vertical elevation control and safety stop release
When mounted on a ladder attachment, the nozzle may be lowered below 
the 30° stop. When the nozzle is raised back above 30°, the spring loaded 
stop release will snap back into position automatically, limiting the elevation 
of the nozzle with respect to the base at 30°.

Portable base
The portable base allows the monitor to be positioned in places that are not 
accessible with a fire truck. The legs are made of titanium and will flex when 
in use to compensate for small ground irregularities. It is intended for a 
maximum flow of 2000 liters per minute.

Site selection
Safety operation of the monitor on the portable base begins with site 
selection. The site should be a safe distance from the fire yet within the 
reach of the nozzle stream. Select a flat even surface within 8 feet of a 
sturdy stationary object that can be used as an attachment point for the 
anchor strap. Set up the portable base with the anchor point between the 
portable base and desired target of the nozzle stream.

Maintenance
A positive advantage of the POK monitor is they require very little 
maintenance. However, in order to maintain optimal functioning of these 
monitors we advise you to apply grease to the greaser(s) frequently with 
the genuine POK grease. You will find several greasers on your monitor.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

500 GPM Blitz Fire Attack Monitor. Quick locking ladder attachments 
are options.

Flow 500 GPM at 100 PSI - 2000 l/mn at 7 bars

Weight 12 kg

Vertical range 80°

Material Aluminum

Leg Fold away titanium leg with carbide tips

POK Oscillating Monitor
Extremely compact and full 360°


